[Granulocytopenia and fever in children with leukemia as indicator of quality of medical care].
1. To identify the quality degree of medical care in patients with acute leukaemia who had fever and granulocytopenia during the hospitalization period. 2. To establish the relationship between the medical care process and the results in this concern. Retrospective survey. Children's Hospital of the Mexican Institute of Social Security. Twenty three patients with acute leukaemia were studied. Also, hospitalization episode of these patients, in which they suffered fever and granulocytopenia, was randomly selected. Compliance of diagnostic and therapeutic process was measured during hospitalization, according to the protocolized recommendations made by consensus of the hospital expert group. In order to identify the quality degree of medical care, it was taken into account the protocol compliance besides the results observed in the patients. Results were assessed based on patients' survival to fever and granulocytopenia episode, as well as on fever's duration. The correlation was calculated by using Spearman's coefficient. The medical care quality of the hospital was "adequate" (85% on average). Compliance degree, including the total process was 71%; with diagnostic process 63%, and with therapeutic process 76%. The results observed in the patients were considered as "adequate" (89%). By evaluating individual cases, the medical care quality was considered excellent or adequate in 17 patients (74%) regular in five (22%) and poor in one (4%). Diagnostic process was adequate in 6 patients (26%) regular in 12 (53%) poor in three (13%) and very bad in two (8%). On the other hand, therapeutic process was excellent in 14 patients (60%) regular in one (4%) poor in six (26%) and very bad in two (9%). Results observed in 13 cases were excellent (57%) adequate in eight (35%) regular in one (4%) and very bad in one (4%). The relationship between process and result was 0.41 (P < 0.05) between diagnostic process and result 0.14 and, between therapeutic process and result 0.34. The medical care quality rendered to patients with leukaemia, who suffered a granulocytopenia episode and fever, was considered as adequate. Therapeutic recommendations were followed accurately, meanwhile, diagnostic process had a lower adherence. A positive relationship between process and result was observed.